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By Canadian Frontline Nurses

M
r Trudeau,

Given your recent public denouncements 
of our National Health Freedom Movement 

that took place at varied locations 
across the country on September 1 
and September 13, we would like to 
take the opportunity to respectful-
ly respond. It feels like an environ-
ment is being created that pits fam-
ily and friends against one another 
based on medical choices that indi-
viduals have made with careful con-
sideration. As healthcare providers 
we believe that a one size fits all 
healthcare policy is not wise. There 
are many factors which need to be 
considered and Canadians have 
expressed the desire to contemplate 
and discuss their decisions with 
their doctors without any govern-
ment interference. We believe that 
doctors should be providing guid-
ance with education and informed 
consent based on individual needs 
and that coercion and intimidation 
has no place in creating a fair, just, 
healthcare outcome. In the pursuit 
of advocating for informed consent 
and medical freedom, we’ve been 
threatened, harassed and doxxed. 
Despite this, we stand with our fellow medical practitio-
ners who also believe in medical choice. Many of them 
have attended our events. Some of them feel voiceless, 
pressured and isolated. 

Those that stand with us include vaccinated and 
unvaccinated healthcare workers and citizens who want 
to see all Canadians survive and thrive through this trou-
bling time. We believe this can only be achieved with 
transparency, honesty and good intentions. Let us be the 
first to say that we are not perfect, but we are passionate 
about advocating for our country and fellow citizens. We 

are nurses and medical staff who have risked our live-
lihood to stand against the debilitating effects of lock-
downs and now vaccine mandates. We are imperfect, but 
we swore to be caretakers and provide compassionate, 
humane support to patients in our care. 

We are passionate practitioners who want to sup-
port medical choice for single mothers who confide in us 
that they are at risk of losing their income because their 
employers are insisting that they are vaccinated. 

We are diverse in our ideals but, we support medi-
cal choice for the first responders, military, doctors and 
nurses and all professions, who disagree with using force 
or coercion to make citizens segregated in this great 
country because of their medical choices. 

We support medical choice for the vaccinated par-
ents who are reluctant to have their children vaccinated 

because they feel uninformed and would like the oppor-
tunity to speak with their doctors about potential long 
term risks to their children. We believe this decision 
should not hinder their opportunity to attend school or 
play sports this coming year.

We stand with those recently 
double vaccinated in order to com-
plete their education, only to be told 
their second vaccine wasn’t taken in 
time and they can not complete their 
final year of study. We support those 
trying to follow the rules who are 
being told it’s still not good enough.

As the elected leader of this coun-
try we would like to believe that you 
are able to engage in a civil discourse 
without insults and invectives that 
diminishes citizens in your care. We 
are caretakers. We took our oath to 
protect the interests and health of 
the people who are in our care. 

Mr. Prime Minister, words of divi-
sion and hate can be expected of 
lesser men and insecure leaders. We 
want to implore you to not prove 
your detractors right. We believe 
that you are like us and like most 
Canadians, imperfect but polite and 
willing to help your fellow citizens. 

Canadians want leadership capa-
ble of treating all of us with hon-
our and dignity. We hope you also 

believe in this approach as our Prime Minister. We 
encourage you to sit with us and engage in a calm ratio-
nal discussion on these matters. We take our oath seri-
ously to defend the weak and the sick as well as our 
communities. We intend on continuing our fight for just 
policies that recognize all Canadians as equals. 
Thank you for your time 
Regards,
CANADIAN FRONTLINE NURSES

www.canadianfrontlinenurses.ca

Nurses’ Open Letter To Justin Trudeau

Illustration by: SteveHunterIllustrations.com.au
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By World Council For Health

T
he World Council for Health launches today with 
a clear-cut mission to provide the latest unbi-
ased scientific guidance as collected from around 

the world. This doctor-led guidance is to help the pub-
lic make the best health decisions. 
It kicks off with a comprehensive 
guide on how to manage Covid-19 
at home.

The World Council for Health 
is an umbrella coalition, starting 
with 45 health-focused groups from 
around the world. They will provide 
refreshingly honest medical leader-
ship during the covid health emer-
gency and for many other matters of 
health now and in the future.

One of the World Council for Health’s fundamental 
principles is to build trust with the public. Confidence 
in public institutions has been eroding, so The World 
Council for Health has established itself to be complete-
ly independent of governments, pharmaceutical com-
panies and other financial and political stakeholders. In 
this way the council is free to promote factual and effec-
tive health care advice.

In stark contrast to the constant stream of alarming 
messages fed to the public by governments and other 
institutions, the World Council for Health offers much 
hope.

“There are many things that people can do to stay 
healthy,” says Dr. Tess Lawrie, UK who is part of the 
steering group for the World Council for Health. She 
adds, “The World Council for Health will give you the 
best and latest expert guidance to prevent and manage 
Covid-19 safely at home. By providing people with the 
information they need and desire to take charge of their 
health, the World Council for Health intends to drive out 
the prevailing climate of uncertainty and fear.”

The covid treatment guide is the first of many in an 
ambitious plan to produce regular and authoritative 
guides covering a myriad of health topics. These will be 
easily accessible in their new website just launched.

Other members of the steering group explain their 
diverse motivations in establishing the World Council 
for Health as a force for good in the world:

Dr. Tracy Chandler, from New Zealand Doctors 
Speaking out with Science (NZDSOS) is unequivocal on 
the urgent need for an independent health agency. “The 
World Council for Health will not be another bureau-
cratic organisation with big donors and private indus-
try ties. It will be transparent and inclusive, inviting 
public participation and providing practical advice that 
respects people’s individual health choices. The World 
Council for Health will innovate corporate governance 
and transparency by holding public meetings.”

“At no time in history has the freedom to choose been 
so important. However, to make informed choices, one 
needs information you can trust. The Council’s job is to 
bring you this information.” adds Dr. Naseeba Kathrada 
of the Caring Healthcare Workers Coalition in South 
Africa.

“Today’s launch is just the first step. Our fresh 
approach will transcend national borders” predicts 
Shabnam Palesa Mohamed, South African founder of 
Transformative Health Justice and International Legal 
Alliance for Health. “There is no greater need than 
humanity uniting for truth, health and freedom. As we 
continue this journey, we welcome other groups aligned 
with the World Council for Health’s vision to join us in 
creating a healthier world.”

“This is not about us — it’s about our children and 
future generations,” Dr. Jennifer Hibberd concludes, 
“There is a better way, and we’re going to create it 
together”.
Further information

For media inquiries or interviews please email info@
worldcouncilforhealth.org

To subscribe to our newsletter visit https://world-
councilforhealth.org/
About the World Council for Health

The World Council for Health provides the latest, 
unbiased scientific guidance so individuals and front-
line medical professionals can make the best health 
decisions.

It is an umbrella organization driven forward by mul-
tiple front-line health and welfare organizations from 
around the globe. It takes a principled ethical stand to 
be free of influence from governments and corporations.

At launch we have over 45 affiliated organizations 

and expect to see this number rapidly grow.
Steering group members
Dr. Tess Lawrie, United Kingdom, MBBCh, PhD, Director 
of EbMCsquared, CiC and Founder of the British 
Ivermectin Recommendation Development Initiative.

Dr. Jennifer Hibberd, Canada, BSc, DDS, DPD, MRCDC, 

Specialty Dental Surgeon, Clinical Scientist & Editor

Shabnam Palesa Mohamed, South Africa, LLB, Activist, 
Journalist, Mediator, Founder of Transformative Health 
Justice (THJ) & International Legal Alliance for Health 
(ILAH). Legal Committee Chair

Dr. Zac Cox, United Kingdom, BDS, LCPH, Founder of 
the World Doctors Alliance, Speciality Dental Surgeon 
and a Homeopathic Doctor

Dr. Tracy Chandler, New Zealand, BSc (Hons), MB ChB, 
FRNZCGP, FACNEM, MNZSCM, PGDipSEM, Founder 
of New Zealand Doctors Speaking out with Science 
(NZDSOS), Cert Dermoscopy, Cert Homeopathy, AIMA 
Member, ACNEM examiner, ACNEM Board Member 
and Treasurer (2018-2020)

Dr. Naseeba Kathrada, South Africa, 
MB. ChB (Natal), Founder of The 
Caring Healthcare Workers Coalition 
& Founder of The Covid Home 
Management Team Durban

Dr. Mark Trozzi, Canada, MD, 
Emergency Physician, Critical 
Resuscitation Instructor

Dr. Maria Hubner- Mogg, Austria, 
MD, Dipliomierte Krauterpadagogin, 

Founder of World Health Forum 21

Karen McKenna, Canada, MBA, B.Comm (Hons), PMP, 
Operations for World Doctors Alliance

Anna De Buisseret, United Kingdom, B.A. (Hons), Dip. 
Law, Lawyer, Retired Army Officer (LT, 51st Signals 
Regiment

Originally published at: WorldCouncilForHealth.org

By ThePamphlet.net

T
he hard thing for me this year was a deep look 
into the mirror. Do I have the caliber that it is 
going to take to make it through the challenging 

times ahead? I hear the freight train barreling down the 
tracks. I had better get it figured out because the time of 
oppression by the wicked is certainly here.

That is the state of mind that I started with. I could 
not be a student of history and ignore the timelines of 
the countless collapses. I could not ignore my own life 
experience in and out of the military. Facts are not fickle 
things as the enemies of liberty would have you believe.

I now know of my forefathers and the accomplish-
ments that they achieved under their own duress. They 
survived and they thrived when the British overstepped 
their authority and devolved into thugs bent on the sub-
jugation of the people at all costs. Like our current gov-
ernment, the British used the guise of law and mandates 
to brutalize any who were morally opposed to the bru-
tality.

Ultimately, the patience of the angry tyrants turned 
to force of arms. They dispatched uniformed armed 
thugs against the people. Those brave farmers and 
bookkeepers who picked up a musket never to return 
believed in liberty enough to die for it.

When government seizes power, segregates a peo-
ple, and determines participation in society, it has lost 
l e g i t i m a c y. 
All who assist

in this 
process, are 
as guilt y 
of crimes 
a g a i n s t 
humanity as 
those in the 
N u r e m b e r g 
Trials. Some 
may cringe 
and call it 
f l a m b o y a n t 
language, but 
I assure you 
If you go back 
and watch 
them you will 
see for your-
self. Now you 
get it.

When that 
same diseased government operates in partnership 
with other levels of government, corporations, clubs, 
organizations, foundations, societies, or any other ‘enti-
ty’, its corruption spreads. No good thing can come from 
something that is corrupt.

If armed thugs in uniform come to your family to 
do what they want to them, what would you do? Here 
is what they are doing to help you submit. First, they 

are ensuring that  movie theaters, dining out, bars, and 
even churches will require vaccines. Transportation, 
services, and businesses of all types are being placed 
off limits to those who maintain their natural immu-
nity system. The lockstep approach of Governments, 
corporations, and organizations is designed to solidify 
their power over the people as employment opportuni-
ties and even food stores become off limits. In a short 
period of time all things will only be accessible to those 
who are obedient to the system. Turning honest, loyal 
patriots, and their families into terrorists, criminals, 
and mobsters all because they insist on maintaining the 
independence that our ancestors deeded to us through 
their blood, sweat, and tears.

The monster that is the government-private partner-
ship will continue to squeeze those who resist through 
propaganda, peer pressure, shame, and ultimately com-
plete exclusion from society. The new gypsies of the 
world will become a segregated people and as the resil-
ient folk we are, we will start to develop our own econo-
my and systems to survive. But the rage of the unstable 
left will not rest until we submit or die. Once again, the 
“Final Solution” will be deployed just like it has so many 
times in the past. The wicked oligarchy will deploy their 
uniformed thugs to disappear those that still resist and 
resist we will.

This is a terrible projection of where we are. But don’t 
take my word for it. Don’t take anyone’s word for it. Start 

looking into 
e v e r y t h i n g . 
Trying to vali-
date and prove 
me wrong. The 
evidence will 
speak for itself. 
Look for sup-
porting argu-
ments and 
counter argu-
ments to every 
question you 
have. Relearn 
how to get the 
i n f o r m a t i o n 
you need. Pray 
to come the 
inspired and 
educated deci-
sion that will 
save you and 
your family’s 

life. And always remember to hold on to the ability to 
change a position when more evidence becomes avail-
able.

On the other hand, you can turn on Netflix and pre-
tend that the ‘normal’ that we had will return. Let me 
know how that worked out for you next spring. 

Originally published at: ThePamphlet.net

Do The Hard Thing

World Council For Health Launches With Publication  
Of At-Home Covid Treatment Guide
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By David Wilson 
TheLightPaper.co.uk

T
here can be no trust and ultimately no real democ-
racy without transparency; if the government lies, 
is economical with the truth or simply allows the 

media to only show one side of the story, then how can 
any of us know what is going on, or what 
we are voting for?

Nowadays, politicians lie with impuni-
ty. The media churn out the government 
propaganda and any who dare to question 
the official narrative are ignored or dis-
missed as conspiracy theorists.

It is essential that we point out to peo-
ple that the governments have lied to us 
on countless occasions in the past and it is 
certain that they are lying to us now.

In 2003, I could see that Iraq had 
no ‘weapons of mass destruction’ and 
I marched alongside two million others 
demanding no war. If we knew that there 
were no weapons of mass destruction, do 
you really believe for a minute that the 
biggest ‘intelligence’ agency the world has 
ever seen couldn’t have figured it out? The 
U.S. and UK wanted war and they lied to 
us to ensure they got it.

And now to protect us from a virus that 
might not be a virus they want us to get a 
‘vaccine’ that is not even a vaccine, when 
the only thing we can be sure of is that the 
‘vaccine’ has had no long-term testing, as there has been 
no long term in which to test it.

Most people should already have doubts and con-
cerns about the integrity and honesty of their govern-
ment, but many of us have friends and family who trust 
implicitly, their entire belief system wrapped up in a life-
time of being deceived, and now scared to pull the thread 
in case that belief-system begins to unravel. These are the 
people we need to reach out to with clear and concise 

arguments and information.
Ask why a covid death is still ‘any death that occurs 

within 28 days of a covid test’. This can only ever be an 
exaggeration. Most importantly ask why, when covid 
deaths are so easy to determine and broadcast, that vac-
cine deaths are so elusive and hardly mentioned.

It is neither pleasant nor easy showing someone that 

their government is lying, but telling the truth must never 
be something we should ever feel guilty about. None of 
us do this solely for ourselves; we do it for friends and 
family and for everyone who deserves better, in order 
that we have some sort of freedom, autonomy and digni-
ty in the world we’re living in now and most importantly 
for the future. And we do this so that our governments 
and our elected representatives are accountable, that 

they act honestly in our interests and not the billionaires 
who line their pockets.

I am not a religious person, but I can see the merit of 
the ten commandments; a guide to ALL the people, rich 
and poor. The ninth commandment is generally trans-
lated as ‘Thou shalt not lie’. The legal system is based on 
the idea that everyone should tell ‘the truth, the whole 

truth and nothing but the truth’. So what 
went wrong?

The Official Secrets Act (OSA) has its 
place; I wouldn’t have expected Churchill 
in 1944 to have announced ‘next week we 
will be invading France, at Normandy’. 
That is the sort of event the OSA is 
designed for, but at the end of WWII it 
should have been reduced, not expanded 
to cover anything the state does not want 
the public to know. It’s a licence to lie, 
deceive and commit horrendous crimes 
under the cover of ‘national security’.

They are continuing to exaggerate the 
‘covid deaths’, they aren’t telling us about 
the THOUSANDS of ‘vaccine’ deaths, and 
they aren’t telling us where the disease 
came from. Anyone still trusting the gov-
ernment?

Many people are asking how we can 
possibly win against such enormous 
odds. Anyone who has ever climbed a 
mountain will know that you can rarely 
see the summit when you start out. All 
you can do is prepare as best you can 
and take one step at a time. We have the 

truth on our side and the longer this goes on the more 
ridiculous the propaganda and lies will seem. Then, as 
the cogs start whirring and the unravelling begins, they 
themselves might start asking questions and join us as 
we climb that mountain… one step at a time.

davidwilson244413@hotmail.com
Originally published at: TheLightPaper.co.uk

By Beverley Dujay-Macdonald

H
ave you noticed that there is currently a frac-
ture forming in our society, a mental fracture 
based on fear? This fracture created by the ‘fear 

of covid’ has sadly succeeded in dividing ordinary citi-
zens into a “you versus me” scenario around the entire 
scope of this planet. For the first time in history almost 
every country is engaged in a battle amongst its own 
people within its own borders. First, we have those peo-
ple who are fearful of the virus, who follow the rules 
whether just or unjust and who are willing 
to allow those in authority tell them what 
to do in order to help them out and/or save 
them. And then we have another group that 
divides itself in two. On the one side there 
are those who think the whole covid scenar-
io is a hoax, and others who do believe the 
virus is real but don’t want resulting govern-
ment imposed mandates or planned agendas 
by oligarchs dictating their lives and free-
doms. Most people in this group believe that 
mankind is being propelled towards a dan-
gerous technocratic dictatorial society based 
on tyranny.

Tyranny in the Oxford Dictionary is 
defined as “cruel and arbitrary use of author-
ity.” Whether or not you see, believe or care, 
tyranny in various forms exists on this plan-
et. Some people see tyranny show up in such places 
as income tax, police states, surveillance, dictator-
ship, war and even the covid narrative. When such 
tyranny is combined with dangerous technologies it 
is obvious to witness a very serious planned agenda 
unfolding. The expert oligarchs are bringing into being 
the 4th Industrial Revolution. The merging of biology 
with technology holds their grandest vision in creat-
ing “order out of the chaos.” One might ask how chaos 
began in the first place. Perhaps tyranny? Their high-
est priority right now is global surveillance and com-
puter tracking, beginning with the vaccine passport, 
an easy technology to keep a watchful eye on every 
human being in the hopes of creating “order.” Do you 
really agree with this? Next is the science of combin-

ing real life forms with biodiversity and artificial intel-
ligence. (Watch YouTube video titled, Meet Grace, The 
Health Care Robot Created for the Coronavirus Crisis.) 
Warning! Don’t watch before bed if you prefer to sleep. 
There is a nightmare of ‘technical combined with bio-
logical’ scenarios on the future agenda for mankind. 
Check out Horizons Canada to see how our country is 
moving ahead with game plans for Canadians. (See: 
horizonscanada.ca) These themes tantalize the mind 
and ignore the soul. Are big bad wolves in sheep’s cloth-
ing creating the rules? There is now a new game board 

at play and every individual could be a pawn. Who, in 
the current reality is going to make the next move? 

Instead of remaining on the game board battling 
tyranny there are thousands of citizens who have 
found an alternative. These people are creating a new 
reality…a more organic and natural free-society world-
wide. Believing that mankind exists to act as shepherds 
of the Earth and not as parasites, these wise citizens 
are designing their own real food production systems, 
organizing off-grid technology, organizing short wave 
groups, creating de-centralized banking systems and 
focusing on natural health using plant medicines and 
healing energy modalities to name only a few…and 
always with reverence for the planet. Even children are 
being home-schooled. Human rights activist Malcolm 

X once said, “Only a fool would let his enemy teach 
his children.” The very future of humanity’s existence 
lies within the hearts and minds of what we teach our 
children now. Do we really want our next generation 
to be governed by fear (false information appearing 
real)? The Freedom Cell Network (See: freedomcells.
org), which is associated with “The Greater Reset,” as 
well as other platforms such as ThreeSixNine Media 
— Critical Thought Media for Critical Mass Action 
(See: threesixninemedia.com) remain de-centralized 
and work peer to peer with absolutely no hierarchy. 

Everyone helps each other by sharing and 
teaching what they know. Creating new 
networks, new institutions and new support 
structures that equally benefit every single 
human being is now in the minds of many. 
Connecting with the planet through body, 
mind and soul awareness is a natural law 
of the Universe. Similar cell groups are 
popping up in small communities locally 
as well as internationally with visions of 
creating a future reality with less tyrannical 
government interference. These folk have a 
long way to go to see such change, but they 
are seriously co-creating new communities 
now! Such heart-focused people will support 
the re-shaping of the world into a lawful and 
equitable way that honours the sacredness 
of all sentient life.

This is perhaps the one and only time in the history 
of mankind that will provide opportunity for human 
beings to truly wake-up to the miracles that we are. 
Let not fear be humanity’s fuel, but rather humani-
ty’s strength. It is by leaning into fear that we can find 
individual courage to move forward with the vision of 
reshaping our world into a more friendly and undivided 
place. The future of our children and of our very planet 
depends on what we, as a conscious awakened human-
ity do…precisely now! Living consciously as sovereign 
Beings may be the only catalyst we have in which to 
stop the tyranny.

Beverley Dujay-Macdonald 
Email: aweme2@yahoo.com

Alternatives To Tyranny

Do You Trust Your Government?
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By GameOnCanada.org

T
he Government Covid-19 Pandemic took the 
country by fearful storm in March of 2020. 
All aspects of social assembly came to a halt, 

including youth sports. For the next 17 months our 
children would be condemned to a whole year of 
social distancing, masks and periods of isolation. We 
watched as our children suffered in silence, missing 
their friends, school, sports, art classes, singing les-
sons and just normal everyday play. We watched our 
children slowly slip into a quiet reserve; withdrawing 
from the world, forgetting how to play. They became 
irritable and depressed. Standing by any longer and 
allowing the government to destroy our children’s 
mental and physical health was no longer an option; 
Rise Up Durham decided it was time for the children 
to play!

Dermot Pomeroy, father of three, rep hockey & base-
ball coach and founder of the group, Rise Up Durham, 
led the charge holding zoom meetings with the other 
members of the group. He watched as his three chil-
dren suffered without their friends, especially his 
youngest, who only had 2 years of school under her 
belt and friendship circles hardly established; Dermot 
decided it was time to “let the kids play”. The first kids 
play date was established. It was an old-fashioned 
neighbourhood potluck picnic in the park. Flyers were 
created, posters shared all over social media and word 
of mouth spread the news quickly of united defiance 
of the lockdowns in order for our children to play with 
other children.

The first play date was so successful, it became a 
weekly ritual. By-law Officers did their best to break 
up the play dates, but the determination of the par-
ents to make play normal again was too strong for the 
By-law to manage and the families were able to con-
tinue to meet and play weekly sharing the joy around 
to the different parks throughout Durham Region. 
Word of mouth and social media pictures sharing the 
squeals and laughter of the kids helped to spread the 
word of these popular play dates. 

Eventually, Shari St. Louis and Ryan Penn of Take 
Action Canada caught wind of the play dates. They 
reached out to Dermot to offer their help in spreading 
the word and taking the initiative to a larger platform; 
Game On Canada, Let the Kids Play was born. The 
website was set up and promotion of the Kids Playdates 
in the park began. Rise Up Durham began reaching 
out to other groups to encourage all family-oriented 
events to be posted on the website GameOnCanada.
org. It is a one-stop-shop to make it easier for families 
to connect with one another and for children to expe-
rience normal play with other children again.

Rise Up Durham did not stop. Even after the mem-
bers of the group received over 20 summons’ and tick-
ets for proceeding to try to live life normal by holding 
organized playdates; they added music fests, church 
services and assemblies for freedom to their reper-
toire of family events. Seventeen months into the 
lockdown and Rise Up Durham had become a strong 
leader in the freedom fighter movement and that is 
when the Government and Chief Medical Officer 
announced mandating the experimental COVID-19 
Vaccines. Once again, Rise Up Durham rose to the 
occasion. Jody Ledgerwood spear-headed a campaign 
to educate the public on their rights regarding the ille-
gal experimental COVID-19 vaccines.

While Rise Up Durham was busy educating the 
public on their rights, Joe Anidjar, another concerned 
parent, had received a letter from the GTHL mandat-
ing vaccines on his children wanting to play rep hock-
ey. Knowing this was completely wrong and illegal, Joe 
decided he needed to take action to not only protect 
his children from an experimental vaccination but all 
children that wanted to play sports. He founded the 
facebook group, Families Against The Health Pass in 
Kids Sports. Joe was hoping to connect with other con-
cerned parents to try to figure out a way to fight back 
against the illegal mandates so that all children could 
play sports without having to take the experimental 
COVID-19 vaccines. To Joe’s surprise, in under 2 weeks 
he had amassed over 6,000 members sharing his 
same concerns. Information was shared, open discus-
sions took place and letter writing campaigns ensued. 
Realizing the group name was a bit cumbersome, Joe 
changed the name to Youth Sports Freedom Fighters. 

For the love of sports and our children, everyone is 
encouraged to stand strong, together, and repeat; I Do 
Not Consent!

The team’s speaking appearances have garnered 

an overwhelming response from the 
crowds and across the country; their 
emails have exploded with requests 
for the legal packages. Concerned 
parents have been using the legal 
packages to help educate other sports 
associations to rethink, and in some 
cases, reverse their illegal mandates 
regarding forced vaccinations on our 
children in order to play sports.

For more information or to find 
out how you can help in protecting 
our children from illegal vaccine and 
mask mandates check out the web-
site GameOnCanada.org. or join Rise 
Up Durham or Youth Sports Freedom 
Fighters on FaceBook and Telegram. 
For the love of Children and Sport, 
join the fight against tyranny!

By Harold Jackson

F
or our entire history, Canadians have enjoyed 
constitutionally guaranteed freedom of 
movement, most recently in f light.

Free to Fly is a rapidly growing group fighting for 
freedom, for every Canadian. Founded initially by 
four pilots at a major Canadian airline, it now has well 
over 2000 pilots, f light attendants and other aviation 
workers from across all major Canadian airlines. 
More importantly, 13,000 passengers have joined the 
fight and the movement continues to grow.

Their website reads “We hold dear our health 
freedoms and our right to liberty and security of the 
person under section 7 of the Canadian Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms and upheld by the Supreme 
Court. We unequivocally support our passengers’ 
and colleagues’ rights 
and freedoms, and their 
freedom to f ly”

A recent update to their 
15,000 members outlined, 
“When it comes to Canada, 
the size of our great 
nation makes connection 
uniquely dependent on air 
travel. Sadly, we’re hearing 
painful stories every day; 
families thousands of miles 
separated, soon with no easy 
options for reconnecting. 
Budding dreams and 
lifelong careers are being 
crushed by the bullying fist 
of private policy. Imagine if 
employers barred mobility 
or hired and fired based on 
food choices, or perhaps 
exercise discipline?”

A major roadblock for unionized employees with 
recent vaccination mandates is there are few options 
outside union representation when it comes to the 
litany of rights violations. Most airline employees 
are unionized and their leadership has generally 
been unwilling to stand against employers. Westjet’s 
Master Executive Council was initially supportive, 
advising members not to disclose vaccination status, 
but reversed course following the Canadian election 
results.

Air Canada’s pilot union, the Air Canada Pilot’s 
Association initially affirmed members’ rights to 
choice but also reversed course in early September, 
going so far as to remind members, “The Company can 
request, and is entitled to receive, your vaccination 
status” and in a statement that can only be seen 
as highly coercive as it specifies harm in seeking 
legitimate accommodation, “Non-compliance/
accommodation under the Company’s policy will 
have far-reaching impacts on one’s livelihood and 
career, up to and including loss of income through 
unpaid leaves of absence and/or termination of 
employment.”

In a covid obsessed world that increasingly 
polarizes society, one of the groups founding members 
is quick to emphasize, “This is no longer about 
injections, but the ever-widening and dangerous path 
to broad violation of our rights and freedoms. We’ve 
normalized trading illusions of safety for liberty 
over the past 18 months, and the end of that road 
is dark. History has born it out, again and again. 
Informed consent is being replaced by evil, strong-
armed tactics meant to feed on the most basic human 
desire to care and provide for one’s family. “

He continued, “Perhaps some don’t care as much 
about health freedom. I don’t understand this, but 
ultimately a freedom they do care about will be 
targeted and we’ve seen it this past year already; 
freedom of expression or religion, maybe peaceful 
assembly? We need to unite, vaccinated and 
unvaccinated, around our shared love for freedom. 

Certainly everyone loves their kids or grandkids. This 
is about the world we are leaving them. If we won’t 
stand up, now, they may never know the freedoms we 
once enjoyed”

The group is formally aligned with several other 
groups advocating for liberty across the nation, as 
seen on their website, and is seeking to coalesce with 
more to grow in united efforts with larger numbers.

The same founding member continued, “I 
was recently wrestling with images coming out 
of Afghanistan, the horror of desperate locals 
plummeting from the wheels of aircraft to their death. 
What struck me most deeply was what each of those 
Afghani’s clearly knew, from experience: freedom is 
unmatched, worth life itself and has unspeakable 
cost when lost. Much of society seems unaware, but 
worse I fear none of us truly understand what its loss 
means. Unless we all step up and fight, with all we’re 
worth, we may soon find out.”

Free to Fly has mounted a blue-ribbon campaign. 
Anyone can drop by their website (www.free2fly.
info) and order blue ribbons for their luggage or 
clothing, a visual sign of unity for health freedom and 
informed consent.

Airline Workers In Canada Fight Back 
Against Vaccine Passport Mandates

Let The Kids Play
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By Andy Clark

H
uddle recently published a commentary entitled, 
Vaccine Passports Are Not A Big Deal. In my view, 
nothing could be further from the truth. Whether 

you are in favour of them or not, make no mistake: 
Vaccine passports are a very big deal. 
They fundamentally alter the rela-
tionship between our government 
and its citizens. They go to the very 
root of what it means to be Canadian.

Canada is supposed to be one 
of the most — if not THE most —
inclusive countries in the world. Yet 
the effect of vaccine passports is to 
exclude, to divide, and to discrim-
inate based on personal medical 
choices.

Proponents of vaccine passports 
argue that those who have decid-
ed not to take Covid-19 vaccines 
should not be allowed in public plac-
es like restaurants, bars, concerts, 
gyms, and so on. In other words, 
they believe that unvaccinated peo-
ple should be excluded from several 
aspects of public life.

Think about that for a moment. 
Unvaccinated people should be 
excluded from several aspects 
of public life. What if you were to 
replace, in the previous sentence, the 
word Unvaccinated with Catholic, or 
Liberal, or Conservative, or Divorced, 
or Elderly, or any other group of 
people sharing a common charac-
teristic? That wouldn’t sound very 
Canadian, would it?

While there is undoubtedly and unfortunately system-
ic discrimination of disadvantaged people in Canada, in 
no other context is it okay to publicly discriminate against 
a specific group of people. But that’s exactly what we are 

doing with the promotion of vaccine passports. History 
has shown us that purposefully discriminating against 
and segregating certain groups of people — particular-
ly in the context of “government knows best”— always 
leads to regrettable, if not horrendous, consequences.

Vaccine passports run counter to the legal and moral 

fabric of our country. If we implement vaccine passports 
(or any variation of a “no jab, no work/no school/no entry 
policy”), we violate the doctrine of informed consent to 
medical treatment. Informed consent is only achieved 
when people are able to make personal medical choices 

free from coercion. It is a cornerstone of free societies. It 
is protected by Canadian common law, by our Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms, and by international law.

Personal medical choices, such as the decision wheth-
er or not to take Covid-19 vaccines, should be made only 
within the context of what a person considers to be in his 

or her best interests from a personal 
health perspective.

Vaccine passports and other 
mandatory vaccination policies turn 
a personal medical decision into a 
decision not about health outcomes, 
but about choosing between the 
right to informed consent to medi-
cal treatment and the right to par-
ticipate fully in society. That is coer-
cion with a capital “C”. That is a very 
big deal and is not what this country 
should stand for.

We know that there are high-risk 
and low-risk groups in terms of the 
likelihood of serious illness or death 
from Covid-19. Therefore, the risk-
benefit analysis for Covid-19 vac-
cines can vary widely from person 
to person based on their individual 
circumstances. The analysis is vast-
ly different for a 17-year-old than 
it is for a 77-year-old, or for some-
one in excellent health vs. someone 
with several underlying health con-
ditions.

When it comes to personal medi-
cal choices, even people of similar 
age and circumstances can arrive at 
different decisions and both be right 
in terms of what they deem best for 

themselves and their families. Free and democratic soci-
eties respect that.

As Canadians, do we really want to go down the path 
of excluding fellow citizens from aspects of public life for 
making a choice that may be different from that of the 
majority? Do we really want to become a “show us your 
papers” society? If we do, we will all be stepping on the 
most slippery of slopes, and that is a very big deal.

Perhaps more than anything, vaccine passports are a 
big deal because of the questionable premise on which 
they are based — that is, that vaccinated people must be 
protected from Covid-19 by protecting them from unvac-
cinated people. But aren’t vaccinated people protected 
from Covid-19-related illness by Covid-19 vaccines?

We have been encouraged since the day vaccines 
became available, and every day since, to get vaccinated 
precisely because they are so highly effective at prevent-
ing Covid-19 — in Pfizer’s case, 100 percent protection 
against serious disease, according to the company. So 
why the need for vaccinated people to also be protected 
from the unvaccinated?

Adding to the confusing messaging on this topic is the 
recent announcement by the director of America’s lead-
ing disease control agency that vaccinated people and 
unvaccinated people can similarly transmit the delta 
variant to others. This runs counter to the prevailing nar-
rative that only the unvaccinated spread the virus, and it 
further undermines the supposed need for vaccine pass-
ports.

Are these contradictions and mixed messages really 
the basis on which we can justify the discrimination, 
segregation, and limits on personal freedom that vaccine 
passports create?

If vaccine passports are implemented in Canada, let’s 
make sure we do it with eyes wide open. Let’s make sure 
we are prepared to alter what it means to be Canadian. 
Let’s understand that we are unwinding the legal and 
moral fabric of our country and that we are repeating 
mistakes of our past.

Let’s admit that vaccine passports, while disguised as 
a public health measure, are in reality a punishment for 
people exercising their legal rights to informed consent 
to medical treatment. And let’s be clear that all of this is 
a very big deal.

Andy Clark is a business owner, father of four school-
aged children, and a member of the New Brunswick Law 
Society and the Canadian Bar Association. He lives in 
Fredericton.

Originally published at: 
huddle.com
https://huddle.today/vaccine-passports-are-a-very-big-
deal/

Vaccine Passports Are A Very Big Deal

Justice Centre gives Ontario final 
warning over vax passports

By jccf.ca

T
ORONTO: The Justice Centre for Constitutional 
Freedoms has issued a legal warning letter to 
the Ontario Government on behalf of four clients 

demanding the vaccine passport mandate be revoked 
immediately. The law requires Ontarians as young as 12 
to provide proof of two doses of the Covid mRNA vacci-
nation as of September 22, 2021, or be denied access to 
a wide range of businesses and organizations, including 
field trips to city facilities. The Justice Centre has notified 
the Province that it will file a legal action should Ontario 
fail to halt its unconstitutional discrimination against 
those who have not yet chosen to receive the experimen-
tal vaccines.

Since the vaccine passport has been announced, the 
Justice Centre has received hundreds of emails from 
Ontarians concerned about loss of employment, loss of 
ability to worship, and denial of access to restaurants, 
bars, gyms, sporting events, meeting and event spaces, 
and more, unless they show proof of their confidential 
medical status of vaccination.

Ontario’s Ministry of Health has stated that the gov-
ernment will only recognize two medical exemptions 
for vaccine passports: one for those who are allergic to 
an ingredient in the vaccine, with verification provided 
by an allergist, and another for those who experienced 
myocarditis or pericarditis after the first dose of a vac-
cine. There has been no provision for exemptions based 
on religion and creed, both protected grounds under the 
Charter and Human Rights Act.

Covid mRNA vaccination shots are new, with no long-
term safety profile, and clinical trials will not be com-
plete until 2023. As such, the Covid shots are experimen-
tal. Canadians have the right to informed consent, and 
the right to be fully informed about the side effects of the 
Covid vaccine, which has known side effects. The vac-
cine manufacturers have stated there is no data on the 
vaccine’s effects on fertility, or their safety for pregnant 
women or children. Emerging data unequivocally estab-
lishes that the Delta variant spreads freely in the fully 
vaccinated population, and there are emerging links to 

miscarriages in pregnant women and a demonstrated 
risk of heart inflammation in teenage males.

On their face, vaccine passports are an infringement 
of Canadians’ constitutionally protected rights to free-
dom of conscience, the right to liberty and security of the 
person, and the right to be equal before the law. Based 
on these guarantees, every Canadian has the right to 
bodily autonomy and to decide what medical procedure 
to accept or reject. The demand letter asserts that man-
datory vaccination for Covid constitutes a significant, 
unwarranted and profound infringement on the rights of 
Canadians that cannot be justified in a free and demo-
cratic society.

“Section 7 of the Charter guarantees the right to lib-
erty and security of the person. Ontarians should not be 
coerced or pressured by the government into submitting 
to a medical intervention to which they do not consent. 
Informed consent and the right to bodily autonomy are 
two principles that our laws have long protected. It will 
be a tragedy to see Ontarians, including children, being 
coerced to take the vaccine, or else be socially margin-
alized,” says Jorge Pineda, Staff Lawyer at the Justice 
Centre.

Individuals who have not been vaccinated for a vari-
ety of reasons, including religious belief, creed, and 
medical issues or concerns over serious side effects, will 
effectively be segregated and marginalized. Their partici-
pation in society will become limited to what is deemed 
“essential” by the government.

“The new mandate will have the effect of segre-
gating individuals and especially young children from 
mainstream society. Mandating a system that denies 
Canadian’s access to certain services that are arbitrari-
ly defined as nonessential by the government creates a 
slippery slope, and sets a dangerous descent into a medi-
cal dictatorship,” notes Justice Centre staff lawyer Henna 
Parmar.

“If we do not put an end to these measures, we will be 
putting unlimited power in the hands of the government 
to dictate what medical care we receive, what drugs we 
take, and what privileges they will allow us that should be 
fundamental rights,” adds Ms. Parmar.
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By Guy Crittenden

I 
can’t remember entering an autumn with such a 
feeling of anticipation. Of trepidation.
As I type these words, a new video plays across the 

room of Australian police shooting people with rub-
ber bullets. In the back.

I recall a time when we treated the f lu with bedrest 
and chicken soup…

Those of us in the research community who are 
awake know this has noth-
ing to do with a virus. Being 
awake now means know-
ing germ theory is bunk. 
At least the COVID psyop 
forced us to learn that. 
Just wait until the normies 
learn viruses don’t jump 
from person to person.

Or that they may not 
exist at all.

(I commend to you talks 
from American Dr Zach 
Bush, and Canadian holis-
tic health practitioners 
Amandha Vollmer and also 
Brett Hawes.)

Society is being reor-
dered on a grand scale. Oh, 
and we’re being culled. (I 
had to mention that,)

The crimes are vast, but 
whistleblowers have come 
forward. There will be 
a Nuremberg 2.0 trial. At 
least we must pray for one.

These oligarchs don’t 
call themselves The 
Olympian’s for nothing. We’re cattle to them, in need 
of tagging, herding and surveillance. We’re to live on 
cricket protein, don’t you know?

To be awake now is not the same as “woke.” We 
are not the politically-correct social justice warriors 
who hang out in the intersectional gender f luid space 
of critical race theory and cultural Marxism, who 
consider Hillary Clinton a torch-bearing feminist, 
and slavishly support Astroturf groups like BLM and 
Antifa and Extinction Rebellion, and whose commu-
nitarian values exchange freedom for security. (I wear 
my mask to keep you safe!)

These are the people who believe Julian Assange 
belongs in jail.

The former Occupy Wall Street crowd is set to 
swipe their vaccine passports and virtue signal their 
way into a Pied Piper mountain of special-access res-
taurants, banks, supermarkets and malls while the 
unjabbed Untermensch remain outside. It will be 
a society of lineups, pass cards, document checks, 
f lashing lights, and midnight door knocks eerily 
familiar to any former citizen of an Eastern Block 
country, or South Africa under Apartheid, or Gaza 
today.

We’re all Palestinians now.
Being awake now requires that we acknowledge 

our true history and that a coup d’état occurred in 
Dallas, Texas on Friday, November 22, 1963; the CIA 
or deep state has controlled the United States govern-
ment ever since. JFK, RFK, MLK and even JFK Jr.: The 
three-letter agencies did all the three-letter assassi-
nations. The latter half of 20th-century America was 
a Shakespearian competition between two oligarchic 
families that got their start in bootlegging and bank 
grift and ended with assassinations (and, in the case 
of the Nazi banking family, two presidencies).

Being awake now means acknowledging the oli-
garchs didn’t march us all to the edge of town and 
have us dig a mass grave only to send us all home when 
we began to get suspicious. Being awake now means 
recognizing that global supply chains are collapsing, 
and this is no accident. Starvation is the favourite tool 
of totalitarians (along with fear-based brainwashing), 
and recent genocides in the many millions should tell 
us this is not as impossible as some assume.

It’s always the people who don’t want to make a 
fuss that lead everyone into the gas chambers.

Being awake now requires that we recognize hos-
pital administrators are lying to the public, manip-
ulating or hiding data, and have euthanized many 
thousands of our elderly in care homes and hospitals. 
Think ventilators. Think Remdisivir and Midazolam.

To be awake now one must acknowledge that 

the governments of almost 200 countries are con-
trolled by international agencies related to the United 
Nations and the World Economic Forum — what 
German class action lawyer Reiner Fuellmich calls 
the “Davos crowd” and what former American invest-
ment banker Catherine Austin Fitts calls “Mr. Global.” 
All the Rockefeller-originated institutions are ene-
mies of humanity, including the World Bank, the 
International Monetary Fund, the World Health 
Organization, and those secretive organizations like 

the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), the Bilderberg 
group, the Trilateral Commission, among others. The 
UN and WEF need to be dismantled. Their leaders 
need to stand trial.

They’re coming for the children.
Being awake now means acknowledging that both 

the US and more recent Canadian elections were 
fraudulent. The legacy media won’t seriously investi-
gate this, any more than they looked into PizzaGate, 
which later morphed into the Jeffrey Epstein affair.

Speaking of Epstein, being awake now requires 
that we acknowledge Epstein didn’t hang himself, 
which raises disturbing questions about who killed 
him (if he’s even dead and not living in Tel Aviv recov-
ering from plastic surgery) and that he and his han-
dler Ghislaine Maxwell operated their honey trap on 
behalf of Mossad/Israel, which appears to control 
much of the US federal government. And US imperi-
alism played a massive role in laying the groundwork 
for the present situation. Nationalism is of limited 
value here.

We actually do need a new world order and a great 
reset — just not of the kind envisioned but Klaus 
Schwab and Bill Gates. Perhaps the one described by 
John Lennon in his song Imagine.

Being aware now means knowing that every war of 
the past 100 years has been a banker’s war. A story arc 
traverses the eugenicist and sterilization movements 
of the early 20th century and the technocratic scheme 
being deployed now.

The Nazis weren’t defeated; they simply went 
underground until technology caught up with their 
dreams.

Being aware now means confronting the utter lie 
of global warming (rebranded “climate change”) as 
we enter an era of deep cooling in the Grand Solar 
Minimum. And knowing those “quarantine camps” 
aren’t for the sick: they’re for dissidents. Or they will 
be, eventually.

Life will include homesteading for many of us. 
Home gardens will become popular, along with 
chicken coops, beehives, thrift and inventiveness. 
Homemade clothes. Hand-made houses. Micro-
energy generators. Old silver coins (for barter). Home 
remedies.

We might return to the truly ancient ways — 
what Terence McKenna presciently called the Archaic 
Revival. Beyond a Mennonite lifestyle (or life on the 
Holodeck), an Earth Mother goddess-venerating cul-
ture that dances naked and ingests psychedelic plants 
could emerge. Why not?

Perhaps Burning Man was pointing to something 
important after all…

Being awake now requires that we understand 
the spiritual dimension of the current assault. This 
is the ultimate war now for the soul of humanity. We 
are being ruled, not governed. And the battlefield has 
shifted from the sands of the Middle East and the jun-
gles of Southeast Asia to our bodies themselves. Even 
the definition of immunity has been changed! (Only 
vaccines confer immunity now, apparently.) The tech-
nocrats are injecting us with nanotech to sterilize, kill 
and control. And you thought those 5G towers were for 

faster download speeds! 
Instead, we’re nano-dust-
filled antennae. We’re to 
be mined like crypto like 
the human batteries in 
The Matrix film trilogy.

Being awake now 
means we’re about to 
learn our true history. This 
will include disclosure 
that, based on our genes, 
it’s provably impossible 
that we descended from 
a common ape ancestor. 
(Hint: we escaped the lab; 
Sumerian texts are about 
to gain in popularity, 
along with credible anal-
ysis of UFOs and crop cir-
cles.)

These may be dark 
times — a Kali Yuga — but 
being awake now affords 
us an opportunity to burn 
off lifetimes of karma. Or, 
for Christians, to enjoy 
the “revelations” of The 
Revelation. We’re witness-

ing, in real time, living colour, people lining up to take 
the Mark of the Beast without which many of us, as of 
September, cannot buy or sell.

Being awake now requires that we recognize robots 
and automated systems are being installed, to enforce 
a Chinese-style social credit system that a recent 
Canadian document described in positive terms as 
the “access economy.” Taken together with the Policy 
Horizons Canada pamphlet Exploring Biodigital 
Convergence, it’s clear that Canada (along with most 
other countries) crashed its economy on purpose at 
the behest of central bankers and Silicon Valley plu-
tocrats, to destroy the middle class and create depen-
dency on a system of AI-controlled central bank digi-
tal currency and a transhumanist agenda that sees 
opportunity in “hackable human animals” and their 
surveillable metabolisms. We will rent, not own. And 
our participation in — er, “access” to — civil society 
will be determined by compliance with algorithms 
programmed by social scientists, enforced initially by 
Kevlar-suited security guards but in time by Boston 
Dynamics robots, automated doors and turnstiles, 
and (eventually) drones.

Better watch out for that dragon fly. Is it organic? 
Or was it sent to vaccinate you?

The Pretendent of the United States murders peo-
ple every day by remote control drone. They’ve been 
working on these things…

Being awake now means knowing soul-denying, 
Godless oligarchs like Klaus Schwab and Bill Gates 
hope to extend their (not your) lifespans long enough 
to one day upload their consciousness into synthetic 
bodies and live forever. (They really think this.)

Being awake now means prepping for food and 
equipment shortages, hyperinflation (or stagflation), 
a possible staged alien invasion, a possible cyber 
attack on the internet and/or energy systems, and 
increased violence from militarized police. As we 
do so, we must remind ourselves the universe is a 
synchronistic self-organizing system (ultimately a 
hologram of pure consciousness). A nondual teach-
er might point out that it’s all Brahma’s dream — but 
in any case, eventually the light prevails (or at least 
achieves homeostasis with) the dark.

How much suffering occurs before that balance is 
achieved is up to us. We are the ones we’ve been wait-
ing for. It was always thus.

Guy Crittenden is a freelance writer and author of the 
award-winning book The Year of Drinking Magic: 
Twelve Ceremonies with the Vine of Souls (Apocryphile 
Press, San Francisco). Follow Guy at HipGnosis.co

Being Awake Now

Cover image from Policy Horizon Canada’s paper Exploring Biodigital Convergence
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By: The European Union Times

T
he World Health Organization (WHO) has 
released a proposal backed by two major globalist 
organizations that serves as a blueprint for 

governments to implement a worldwide vaccine passport 
verification system.

The document, called “Digital Documentation of 
COVID-19 Certificates: Vaccination Status,” funded by 
none other than the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and 
the Rockefeller foundation, 
describes the technical 
guidance for governments 
to roll out the program to 
usher in a global digital ID 
— in the name of COVID, of 
course.

“This document lays out 
an approach for creating a 
signed digital version of a vaccination record for COVID-19 
based on a core data set of key information to be recorded, 
and an approach for the digital signature. The document 
leverages existing free and open standards, and is driven 
by the ethics, use cases and requirements for Digital 
Documentation of COVID-19 Certificates: Vaccination 
Status (DDCC:VS).”

“This document is therefore software-agnostic and 
provides a starting point for Member States to design, 
develop and deploy a DDCC:VS solution for national use 
in whichever format best suits their needs (e.g. a paper 
card with a one-dimensional [1D] barcode or QR code 
stickers, or a fully functioning smartphone application 
developed internationally or locally).”

“The primary target audience of this document is 
national authorities tasked with creating or overseeing the 
development of a digital vaccination certificate solution 
for COVID-19. The document may also be useful to 

government partners such as local businesses, 
international organizations, non- governmental 
organizations and trade associations that 
may be required to support Member States in 
developing or deploying a DDCC:VS solution.”

The DDCC:VS is meant for use at schools, 
at work, for international travel, and for contact 
tracing initiatives.

The document also shows its proposed 
vaccine passport template, with a QR code 

featured on 
the front, but 
further in the app 
shows personal 
i n f o r m a t i o n 
about the 
number of 
v a c c i n e s 
received.

A similar vaccine passport project in the 
works, called CommonPass, is also backed 
by the Rockefeller Foundation and the World 
Economic Forum (WEF).

It’s notable how the only groups actively 
pushing for global vaccine passports are also the 
main proponents of the so-called Great Reset, a 
post-human plan outlined by WEF founder 
Klaus Schwab which seeks to deindustrialize 
the West, abolish private property, introduce 
biometric surveillance, and move humanity to 
a diet of bugs in the name of fighting climate 
change.
Read the WHO document: 
Originally published at: https://www.eutimes.
net/2021/09/who-releases-plan-for-global-dig-
ital-vaccine-passports-funded-by-bill-gates-rocke-
feller-foundation/

By Deputy Sheriff Vincent Cavaleri 
of Snohomish County

T
he word technocracy has been thrown around quite 
a bit as of late; and with good reason. 
Just what is it exactly? The idea of a 

technocracy has been tried and implemented 
before; and seems to have gained traction 
in western civilization. At the end of the 
day, it is simply a Marxism style takeover of 
the people, and the means of production 
through technological advancement. Elitists 
using technology to corner the market on 
the world’s assets and population. Complete 
government control of society and industry by 
an elitist group of technical experts. Sounds 
enticing, right? 

People that discuss this openly are called 
conspiracy theorists, or worse. Whatever the 
derogatory terms alleged, there is plenty of 
truth in their technocratic claims. There are 
plenty of archetypes of this oppressive move-
ment. In fact, 1990’s Soviet Union and today’s 
China are classic paradigms of a technocratic 
society. George Orwell’s book 1984 digs deep 
into the depths of totalitarianism and tech-
nocracy. The two are completely intertwined. 
The parallels unfolding in today’s western 
civilizations are strikingly similar. 

Marxism, fascism, socialism and commu-
nism are all cut from the same totalitarian 
cloth. They seek dominion over its people 
through class-warfare and nationalization of 
industry. These totalitarian ideologies are 
designed to create a society of downtrodden 
citizens over whom the elite have total control through 
poverty and strife. The haves and that have nots. The 
clean and the unclean. Segregation, discrimination and 
indoctrination keep the masses at odds and effectively 
needing government oversight, 24-7. Chaos in the streets, 
continued public crises, civil rights abuses and so much 
more tether massive government intrusion and surveil-
lance to every citizen’s liberty. 

The term “big brother is watching you” originated 
from Orwell’s book. The idea that government is watch-
ing you all the time is an accurate depiction of today’s 
technological advancements, both here in America and 
abroad. Advancements in artificial intelligence, facial 
recognition and quantum computing, all connected to 

the 5G network, and stored in the cloud until needed. 
What could possibly go wrong with this? 

Orwell’s literary masterpiece was written in 1948, but 
one can’t help making comparisons to today’s dystopi-

an America. Governments’ continued attempt to break 
the will of the people through continued hardships and 
despair in their communities is usually the first step 
towards technocratic implementation. 

1984 was required high school reading, but you would 
be hard pressed to find a copy in today’s woke public 
schools. Orwell despised Hitler and Stalin and their bru-
tal totalitarian ideologies; and portrayed the possibilities 
for future societies perfectly. Oppressive style dictator-
ships served only to enslave the masses, while lifting a 
group of elites to power and riches. It’s important we rec-
ognize history repeating itself. 

In times of great trials and tribulations, we should 
always defer to the U.S. Constitution. I often wonder how 

our founders thought of everything. How they saw these 
abusers of liberty coming a mile away. The tenth amend-
ment essentially relegates power to the individual states. 
Our founders knew and feared expanded powers of the 

federal government could be destructive 
to democracy, so they insisted on this 
amendment during ratification. 

This is where the solution lies in today’s 
attempted hostile takeover of America. 
The protections of state power in the 
tenth amendment stated: “The powers 
not delegated to the United States by the 
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the 
states, are reserved to the States respec-
tively, or to the people.” Most people are 
unaware that oppressive COVID mandates 
do not exist in red states. Therefore, a gov-
ernor like Ron DeSantis can ban vaccine 
passports in his state. Or Christi Noem of 
South Dakota banning critical race theory 
in her state, just to give a couple of exam-
ples. They can hold corporations and orga-
nizations accountable that violate their 
state’s constitutions. This is how big tobac-
co and big pharma were held accountable. 

This is where the battle must be waged 
with tech companies, pharmaceutical 
companies, the media, public education 
and the corrupted elected leaders 
supporting their technocratic takeover. Big 
pharma, big tech, the healthcare industry, 
insurance companies and the media are 
uniquely connected through business 
ventures and intertwined ownership; 
and have a vested interest in each other’s 

success. 
These modern-day carpetbaggers are the robber bar-

ons of our time. Sadly, it’s much more diabolical than just 
monetary gain. This is a zero-sum game and they take no 
prisoners. It’s all about consolidating power and carry-
ing out a globalist agenda, technocracy facilitates their 
vision. If we fail to act to protect our republic, I fear there 
will be no turning back. Use the Constitution and the 
courts to your advantage. Help take back America one 
state at a time. 

God bless all of you. 

Originally published at:  
www.facebook.com/vincentjoseph.cavaleri

“It’s notable how the only groups actively 
pushing for global vaccine passports 
are also the main proponents of the 

so-called Great Reset”

Technocratic Takeover

Deputy Sheriff Vincent Cavaleri

WHO Releases Plan For Global Digital Vaccine Passports  
Funded By Bill Gates & Rockefeller Foundation

The cover of the document found at: https://www.who.int/
publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-Digital_certificates-
vaccination-2021.1
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By Richard Enos  
Collective-Evolution.com

W
hen you look at a true spiritual mas-
ter, guru or yogi, one of the most 
remarkable things you might notice 

is that they don’t seem to experience stress. 
You might conclude that they arrive at this 
state through meditation, fasting, prayer, or 
other such disciplines. This is only partly true. 
Those spiritual practices can certainly contrib-
ute to stress reduction, but their ultimate effect 
is to support the maintenance of ONE KEY 
THOUGHT that spiritual masters hold in their 
minds (and bodies) with unfailing certainty.

Granted, this key thought is not easy to 
grasp, hold as truth, and then deeply embody 
within yourself. Throughout history spiritual 
masters have done their darndest to articu-
late it for those hoping for inner peace and 
harmony. The limitations of language, of all 
human languages, is woefully revealed in these 
attempts. But if you are ready, open, and genu-
inely seeking–an ‘aspirant’ as they say in yoga–
then it becomes possible for a certain expres-
sion or turn of phrase to begin to activate your 
deeper inner knowledge of the state some call 
samadhi, enlightenment, Christ consciousness, or what I 
like to simply term presence. Are you ready?

Stress-Free Perception

In a true state of presence it is impossible to feel stress. 
Impossible. That is because stress is predicated on our 
seeing the world as dualistic. In a state of presence we 
embody a perception of singularity. The apperception of 
the world as whole, as unified, is truth unmasked.

From a perception of unity there is no past or future, 
there is only now. Note that human experience is only 
ever experienced through the now, past experiences 
were only ever experienced in the now, and the same will 
hold for our future experiences. Having the experience of 
presence helps us get a glimpse that time itself is a fab-
rication, a ‘program’ that helps our intentionally limited 
minds have a particularly lush and interesting kind of 
experience in the physical world.

How We Create Stress

But let’s get back to our everyday time-bound con-
sciousness. For those of you who earnestly seek to dis-
solve your stress, and are open and willing to let go of 
anything your mind is clinging to in order to achieve it, I 
will try to explain the one key thought.

The experience of stress is the experience of the ten-
sion or dissonance between two things: how your world 
IS in any moment, and how you think it SHOULD BE. You 
create stress by carrying in your mind an image of how 
something in the NOW—yourself and others, the pres-
ence or absence of things, the weather—is NOT OK as it 
is. That puts you into a self-created adversarial relation-
ship with the only point of contact you have with life.

Fortunately, your emotions alert you to this crazy con-
fabulation, by making you aware of internal discomfort 
you label as STRESS. This STRESS is nothing more than 
an urgent signal from your higher intelligence to return 
to presence. But in a state of stress how can you possibly 
return to presence?

The One Key Thought Into Presence

You need to get into the habit of using your aware-
ness of your own stress as a trigger to align yourself with 
this one key thought: everything is perfect as it is. It’s like 
having your own personal Zen master around any time 
you descend into stress asking you the well-worn koan, 
‘What, in this moment, is lacking?’

It works. Trust me.
But it only works to the extent that you are willing to 

let go of the past (and future), along with all your judg-
ments, grievances, ‘shoulds’, hopes, and fears that arise 
out of a dualistic perception. If you are truly willing and 
able to deeply hold this one key thought as ULTIMATE 
truth, above ALL other beliefs and opinions, you will start 
to feel it working.

If you have doubts about this one key thought repre-
senting ultimate truth, allow me to provide the spiritual 
context I work with in which the statement makes per-
fect sense.

A common thread at the heart of all great spiritual tra-
ditions is that we are all immortal souls who are currently 
having a ‘human’ experience. The circumstances of this 

life experience were chosen by us to facilitate our soul’s 
evolution. So any time you feel stress, you can see it as 
the universe prodding you to take an evolutionary step. 
That evolutionary step is to see the perfection in every-

thing, if only for a moment at first. If you’re game, these 
brief moments of clarity add up quickly to a more perma-
nent step up.

An Example

Let’s say for example you’re stuck in traffic, and real-
ize you are going to be late for a meeting. Maybe it’s even 
your ‘fault’, because you left late or didn’t check your 
GPS. If you’re feeling stressed about it, realize it’s because 

things are not how your mind thinks they should be. Your 
mind thinks you ‘should’ be at the meeting on time–to get 
some important information, perhaps, or because your 
reputation as a reliable person is at stake, and you will be 

judged by others at the meeting in a way that 
may impact your future success.

Now, you can continue to be stressed 
in that moment (and subsequently for the 
entire drive to the office), or you can take ALL 
that very reasonable blather of ‘oughts’ and 
‘shoulds’, roll it up in a ball, and drop it into 
your faux-ashtray. You will be able to do this if 
you reach for presence, if you remind yourself 
that there is only the present moment, and in 
the present moment you can choose to expe-
rience stress, or choose to experience peace. If 
you choose to be fully present you accept the 
present moment exactly as it is, realize there is 
nothing you can DO in that moment to remedy 
the so-called problem, and take the evolution-
ary step of seeing everything as perfect in this 
so-called ‘stressful’ moment. There is no prob-
lem now–and you will deal with the ‘problem’ 
when the ‘problem’ arises. You are simply in 
a car driving. You will then start to feel relief, 
and gain confidence that if you maintain pres-
ence through your arrival to the office, your 
late entry into the meeting, and your conver-

sations afterwards, the ‘problem’ will never arise and you 
will literally breeze through the whole experience. You 
will be ‘ok’ with whatever happens.

Originally published at: www.collective-evolution.com
https://www.collective-evolution.com/2021/09/06/how-
to-have-your-own-personal-zen-master-around-anytime-
you-descend-into-stress/

How To Have Your Own Personal Zen Master Around  
Anytime You Descend Into Stress

By Amandha D Vollmer

T
he body heals through expression. When we sup-
press symptoms, this prevents the body from 
properly healing. This knowledge can help you to 

understand when a disease process is working through 
you, how to manage it better, and to put the body back 
into homeostasis or balance.

Expression is natural. Expression is the dance of 
nature and how healing occurs. Symptoms are indicators 
of expression or release. Movement, breathwork, trauma 
release exercises, toning, etc., are specific methods of 
moving energy and healing. We must support expression, 
listen to the unwinding flow of symptoms, and aid them 
in their activity.

When we work with our natural rhythms and listen to 
what the body desires to do, we achieve health. When we 
force against it and try to stop its action, when we abuse 
its direction, we cause greater harm to the entire organ-
ism.

When you can reframe your bodily experience, you 
can gain a new sense of empowerment over your situa-
tion, remove yourself from fear and invite a holistic direc-
tion for resolution.

Your body is constant-
ly having to remove wastes 
from both internal process-
es and external toxins (for 
example from foods or drugs) 
and rebuild tissues. There are 
both growth and repair pro-
cesses as well as vital com-
munication networks that 
rely on ample micro-nutri-
ents and a clean terrain in 
order to function optimally. 
These communication sys-
tems include hormones but 
also ions (pH or electricity).

When any of these sys-
tems are compromised, 
important actions must be 
taken to repair them. If you 
are living a lifestyle where 
you are continually putting 

things inside or on your body that are counter-intuitive to 
nature, then your body must take action to ensure their 
proper removal. These mechanisms include the inflam-
matory response (like fever), or mucus formation (caus-
ing congestion) in order to remove the wastes.

When you have a cold or a flu, the symptoms you feel 
are the body’s wisdom working to remove the wastes as 
efficiently as possible. Rather than taking a drug to stop 
that process, the wise way would be to listen to the body, 
support the process with natural remedies like herbs, 
magnesium, vitamin C, zinc, vitamin D and A, fast, drink 
pure water and rest. In this way, you are working with 
your body to correct the problem, allowing for release 
and proper completion of waste removal.

May you be inspired evermore toward health empow-
erment!

Amandha D Vollmer
BSc, Herbalist, Reiki Master,
Eclectic Holistic Health Practitioner,
Degree of Doctor of Naturopathic Medicine
Email: amandha@yumnaturals.net
Web: yumnaturals.net

Natural Health:  
Expression vs Suppression
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By Jason Christoff

1
. Interest rates had to be low so people would 
max out their credit lines.

Low interest rates also means no incentive to 
save. With no savings and maxed out credit, most 
people were lured into a trap, 
outside their conscious aware-
ness. With no savings and 
maxed out credit lines, the 
average person would have no 
buffer from the demands of 
“take this experimental appli-
cation or you’re fired.” The 
entire goal of the financial 
system over the last 30 years 
was to leave people weakened 
financially so they would have 
no way to side step the attack.
2. Basic education about 

human rights, freedoms 
and the law had to be 
absent from all the media, 
government education etc.

This way when unelect-
ed health officials were 
purposely handed control 
of the entire government 
structure in 2020, most 
people were completely 
unaware of how this one 
manipulation destroyed 
all democratic and free-
dom based principles overnight. In 24 hours the 
free world reverted back 300 years to “taxation 
without representation” and this could only be 
accomplished without massive revolt if the citi-
zens were never taught anything about freedom, 
law and the democratic process. Government 
policy is now in full control of medicine, which 
insists poison is the answer for every problem a 
society encounters. When additional problems 
erupt because of the original poisoning, addi-
tional poison is the solution tabled immediate-
ly. Real health is absent....but real health was 
always absent in conventional medicine. Now 
this “poison you back to health approach” to 
controlling humanity, is becoming official poli-
cy, while real health is demonized.

3. A directionless and soulless citizen must be con-
structed over decades where regular life accom-
plishments and feelings of unique value are 
absent.

This way you can convince large tracts of the 
public that they are heroes, protectors and high 
achievers for complying with the destruction of 
their freedoms and following the corrupt rules 
that are designed to destroy everything they 
hold dear. In a directionless citizen, feelings of 

heroism and accomplishment would be absent, 
which sets up the perfect scenario for install-
ing into that citizen these missing feelings, as 
that person is easily glorified, incentivized and 
celebrated as they burn their own society to the 
ground. Everyone wants to be a hero. Just tell a 

person that they’re amazing and a hero for doing 
everything they’re told and they walk willingly 
into the open grip of the tyrant.

4. A chemical assault had to be launched against the 
frontal lobe, which is the part of our brain, just 
behind our forehead.

The frontal lobe is high functioning, high IQ, 
moral, ethical, loving, compassionate, indepen-
dent and always thinks about the long term con-
sequences of any action taken. Obviously if this 
part of the brain is active, it can instantly see 
the very obvious con job and economic destruc-
tion just around the corner, regarding the clos-
ing of businesses and mass unemployment… as 
governments double and even triple their debt 
loads over the next 2-4 years. Nothing will sur-
vive, nothing… which is the goal. The frontal 
lobe can figure out in milliseconds that weak-
ening a citizen’s health with poison and their 
monetary resources (via mass unemployment 
and government debt), can only make the soci-
ety worse off. There’s no upside to any of it but 
you would have to have your frontal lobe active 
to recognize these simple truths. The most effi-
cient chemicals ever proven to shut down the 
frontal lobe are caffeine, alcohol, sugar, THC, 
narcotics, meds, f luoride, toxic chemicals etc. 
This is why for 70 years our human farmers gave 
us an unlimited supply of frontal lobe deactivat-
ing substances. Without frontal lobe activation, 
no human can think deeply and they certainly 
can’t think long term, not even a week into the 
future. Find a citizen who thinks that this won’t 

end with a complete destruction of our entire 
society within the next calendar year......their 
frontal lobe can’t be on. Then check their coffee, 
alcohol and chemical intakes.

5. Men had to be feminized and demonized by 
the society..... to help separate families, to help 

produce men who were too 
weak to resist tyranny and to 
leave the female often single 
and unprotected, as the attack 
began.

Partnerships make for 
stronger teams, in regards 
to resisting any take over 
attempt. Weak men of course 
weaken the partnership and 
men have been weakened 
chemically and physically for 
many decades. At the same 
time women have been con-
stantly given the message that 
their men aren’t needed or 
even necessary and given men 
have been weakened for 3-4 
decades......it wasn’t a stretch 
for women to pack up and go 
at things alone. This of course 
was engineered purpose-
ly, socially conditioned into 
our societal fabric, so when 
the female was threatened 
with loss of employment or 
no access to child care, they 

would comply and take a knee to the corrupt and 
evil requests from a government gone mad. The 
men of course are the most compliant today of 
the two genders, which closes the circle, as the 
male protective force of the Universe was pur-
posely conditioned out of most males.....to the 
point where most men today are simply obedient 
lap dogs to the ruling 1%.

I had a government official tell me yesterday, 
“either you violate your own rights and freedoms 
and the rights and freedoms of others, or I’ll have 
to come back and violate your rights and freedoms 
myself.” He thought that was completely logical 
and the best way he could table the insanity he 
was paid to come bring to my doorstep. In order 
for this sort of corruption and descent into evil to 
occur, these 5 factors (and many more) had to be 
in place for decades prior. What we’re seeing today 
isn’t an organic event, which came out of nowhere. 
Everything we see today has been scripted decades, 
if not hundreds of years in advance. The price of 
freedom is constant vigilance and we were tricked 
into partying, self gratifying and not being vigilant. 
It’s that simple. As we partied and goofed around, an 
evil control grid was built around us and that evil 
control grid involves rewarding people for doing evil 
to themselves and to others. God help us all at this 
point. At least try to stop poisoning yourself, as to 
turn your frontal lobe back on. At least try that.

Jason Christoff, Health & Self Sabotage Coach 
christoff.com

Five Things That Had To Happen Decades  
Before The Preplanned Attack

By Sarah Jean Butler

I 
have never been to a protest in my life. Never. For 
any reason. I am afraid of crowds. I fear violence. 
I don’t trust mob mentality. Protesters are painted 

by MSM (and the average person) as ignorant, radical, 
racist, hateful, undesirable. Petty even. Dangerous cer-
tainly. 

I decided to infiltrate the ranks and experience 
them for myself. I have spent the last month snuggled 
right up close with some of these folks. Working with 
them, talking to them, seeing them.

This is what I found: Passion and alignment. 
Diversity and tolerance. Love and kindness. Respect 
and empowerment. Acceptance and inclusion. Heart-
centred action.

Like so many things, the pervasive perception does 
not match the reality I am experiencing. Are there fire-

crackers? Yes! This community is eclectic and trauma-
tized like everyone else. Are they radical? Yes. They 
have been radicalized into freedom warriors who stand 
against extraction culture and systemic colonialism of 
every resource imaginable. Are they selfish? No. Their 
fierce defence of the human collective is a direct con-
tradiction to the mainstream narrative.

I am stepping fully into this community who stand 
for life and liberty in peaceful non compliance and 
active resistance. When you are ready to stop defend-
ing broken systems and admit out loud what everybody 
knows regarding the desperate need for change...we 
are here for you, creating a safe, loving, vibrant place 
for you to land. 

We are you. The people are us. 
I love you.
P.S. I encourage you to experience us for yourself. 

(Just in case the media got it wrong.)

Infiltrating The Protest Movement

Websites Of Interest
Please note, these websites are provided as sources of 

alternative information. Druthers does not necessarily agree 
with all material found on these sites. Please use your own 

discretion, yet keep an open mind. Explore and analyze 
information and evidence with us.  

You can visit druthers.net to get in touch.

vaccinechoicecanada.com

freedomrising.info

worlddoctorsalliance.com

thehighwire.com

corbettreport.com

pressfortruth.ca

weareallessential.ca

stand4thee.com

awarriorcalls.com

takeactioncanada.ca

brightlightnews.com

gbdeclaration.org

jccf.ca

swprs.org

action4canada.com

americasfrontlinedoctors.com

constitutionalconventions.ca

stopworldcontrol.com

evidencenotfear.com

activistpost.com

freedomforumcanada.com

thefreedompages.ca

standupcanada.solutions

lauralynn.tv

libertycoalitioncanada.com

awakecanada.org
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By Tea Lynn Moore

I
s propaganda the new “journalism”? 

There’s no question that over the past year-and-a-
half one of the most promising early COVID-19 treat-

ments, Ivermectin, has gone through a wide assortment 
of attacks by the pharmaceutical-industrial complex.

First, it was censored, primarily through shadow-
banning (burying stories and videos on the topic fur-
ther down in searches and feeds). Then, it was out-right 
banned on websites like YouTube (whose 
terms of service specifically prohibits vid-
eos that make “claims that Ivermectin and 
hydroxychloroquine are safe to use in the 
treatment of COVID-19”). Even a senate 
testimony video of a COVID ICU special-
ist (Dr. Kory) was removed for the crime of 
discussing his Ivermectin research. Nobel 
Prize winner Dr. Satoshi Omura, who devel-
oped Ivermectin, was also censored from 
YouTube recently.

Ivermectin was also denied fund-
ing by the NIH and the WHO. On June 
22, 2020, while Ivermectin was experienc-
ing it’s first round of popularity, the World 
Health Organization issued a statement say-
ing that Ivermectin should not be used 
to treat COVID-19, and that it would not 
be included in its international Solidarity 
Trials. A few days after that, the FDA issued 
its first of many warnings against the use of 
Ivermectin. And while the NIH has spent 
billions on vaccine development, and bil-
lions on researching expensive, patented 
drugs like Remdesivir (who received over 
$6.5 billion NIH dollars alone) over the 
course of the pandemic, not a single penny 
has been spent on Ivermectin research as a 
treatment for COVID-19.

And now, there’s a new weapon against Ivermectin: 
pharma-funded lies and propaganda, all under the dis-
guise of “journalism.”

The first line of manipulation the corporate media 
used was collectively labeling this Nobel Prize-winning, 
safe and FDA-approved human drug that’s been saving 
covid patients, as a toxic “horse de-wormer.” This nar-
rative began on August 20, 2021, when the Mississippi 
Department of Health was reported to have stated that 
“70% of the recent calls” to its state poison control were 
over people taking livestock versions of the human drug 
Ivermectin. 

The media went wild, with outlets such as The Hill, 
The New York Times, and The Washington Post reporting 
how “crazy anti-vaxxers” were putting their lives in dan-
ger by taking a horse med.

The FDA even tweeted out a reaction to this story 
on August 21, “You are not a horse. You are not a cow. 
Seriously, y’all. Stop it,” along with an article warning of 
the “dangers” of Ivermectin, stating it can cause “even 
death.” For the record, Ivermectin as a treatment for 
COVID-19 has not resulted in any reported deaths in the 
US or worldwide.

It turns out, the Mississippi Department of Health’s 
quote was actually “misinterpreted,” and a retraction was 
issued by the Associated Press on August 25. After several 
freedom-of-information-act requests, the actual number 
of calls in August 2021 to Mississippi Poison Control over 
Ivermectin was not 70%, it was in fact between 1 to 2% 
(and 70% of these 1%-2% of calls were for the veterinary 
formula).

Nevertheless, the narrative of Ivermectin being a 
dangerous horse dewormer medication stuck, and on 
September 1st, 2021, the American Medical Association 
(AMA), in conjunction with the American Pharmacists 
Association, issued a joint statement calling for “an 
immediate end to the prescribing, dispensing, and use of 
Ivermectin to prevent or treat COVID-19 outside of a clin-
ical trial,” being sure to mention that calls to poison-con-
trol centres over Ivermectin have increased dramatically. 
Ironically, this attempt to make doctors and pharmacists 
fearful of making the human medication available to the 
public, as it previously was, may result in more people 
feeling they have to resort to veterinary versions.

Fortunately, podcast host Joe Rogan was diagnosed 
with COVID days before the AMA & APA’s joint statement 
and was prescribed Ivermectin by his doctor. When he 
announced to his followers on September 1 that he took 
Ivermectin for his COVID, The Washington Post, CNN, 
the Rolling Stone, and other mainstream media networks 
claimed he took a “horse de-wormer” despite the fact 
that he took the human form. (There’s also a canine 

aspirin, will CNN start calling aspirin “chewable dog 
tablets” as well?)

And then, the unbelievable happened (as in: it’s such 
a fake story it’s hard to believe so many “journalists” 
believed it).

A viral Rolling Stone article circulated the internet 
in early September, with the featured image showing a 
crowd of people bundled up in winter jackets lining up 
outside a supposed Oklahoma hospital. Yes, winter jack-
ets on a summer Oklahoma day.

Headlined “Gunshot Victims Left Waiting as Horse 
Dewormer Overdoses Overwhelm Oklahoma Hospitals, 
Doctor Says,” the story was built on a single interview 
that Oklahoma-based physician Dr. Jason McElyea gave 
to KFOR-TV. Dr. McElyea was quoted saying statements 
such as “The ERs are so backed up that gunshot victims 
were having hard times getting to facilities where they 
can get definitive care and be treated,” Dr. McElyea also 
claimed that the overdoses were causing an ambulance 
shortage as well, saying “all of their ambulances are stuck 
at the hospital waiting for a bed to open… if there’s no 
ambulance to take the call, there’s no ambulance to come 
to the call.” McElyea added some color to his story, claim-
ing, “The scariest one that I’ve heard of and seen is peo-
ple coming in with vision loss,” the doctor said.

The problem is: the story was complete fiction. The 
hospital in question — Northeastern Health System - 
Sequoyah — issued a statement hours later revealing 
that McElyea “has not worked at our Sallisaw location in 
over 2 months,” and explained the hospital has not expe-
rienced a single case of Ivermectin overdose and “has not 
had to turn away any patients seeking emergency care.” 
Only one hospital Dr. McElyea is affiliated with claimed 
to have had any patients who have taken Ivermectin, but 
the hospital was not in “rural Southeastern Oklahoma” 
as Dr. McElyea described, and they said they were “not 

backed up.”
The attacks on the safety of Ivermectin are unwar-

ranted, as it has a 34 year long track record of being an 
extremely safe medication for humans. Before COVID-
19, the NIH classified it as having a “very high safety 
profile.” More recently, an expert review of 500+ sourc-
es and papers in 2021 by world prominent toxicologist 
Dr. Jacques Descotes, MD, PhD, concluded that “hun-
dreds of millions of human subjects have been treated 
with Ivermectin… the safety profile of Ivermectin has so 

far been excellent” No death or serious side 
effects were observed in this review, which 
included multiple overdoses (including a 
suicide-attempt overdose of 100 times the 
recommended therapeutic dose.)

Remdesivir, the only FDA approved anti-
viral drug for the treatment of COVID, causes 
“severe” side effects in 25% of patients, and 
another 23% exhibit evidence of liver dam-
age on lab tests. Remdesivir was granted full 
FDA approval based on data that showed it 
only reduced the number of days in hospi-
tal (was not life saving) and that “positive 
effect” was only see in patients on “low-flow 
oxygen” (not patients on high flow oxygen, 
not patients on no oxygen, not patients on 
a ventilator, or ECMO) from relatively small 
trials with about 1000 participants.

Ivermectin, on the other hand, has had 
64 studies completed to date, with over 
26,000 participants, (with 32 randomized 
controlled studies with 6,648 patients) with 
statistically significant improvements seen 
for mortality, ventilation, hospitalization, 
recovery, cases, and viral clearance. The 
probability that an ineffective treatment 
generated results as positive as the 64 stud-
ies is estimated to be 1 in 222 billion. Visit 
ivmmeta.com for Ivermectin study results.

Ivermectin is used as a COVID treatment in over 20 
countries worldwide, including India. India’s most pop-
ulated state, Uttar Pradesh, says early use of Ivermectin 
helped to keep positivity rate and death rate low. It was 
the first Indian state to have introduced a large-scale 
“prophylactic and therapeutic” use of Ivermectin in 2020. 
The state has a population of 240 million and a vaccina-
tion rate of only 12% of the eligible population, yet their 
daily average number of new cases is 16 and their daily 
death rate is 0. Ivermectin is saving lives from COVID and 
it’s a tragedy that it’s not saving more.

It’s clear that here in North America, drug companies 
are driving the COVID-19 responses — responses that 
have endangered, rather than optimized public health 
— and mainstream media have been accomplices in 
spreading their propaganda, leading the public astray, 
fostering fear based on lies.

We simply cannot allow drug companies —who have 
a long, strong track record of prioritizing corporate prof-
it over people’s health — to continue to control entire 
nations by way of carefully orchestrated and organized 
centralized propaganda disguised as journalism. It’s 
time for more people-funded news. It’s time for the truth. 
And it’s time for generic, potentially life-saving medica-
tions like Ivermectin to get the funding and coverage it 
deserves.

Pharma-Funded Media Spreads Fake News  
About Ivermectin

By Freya Kellet

C
ompliance does NOT equal care.

My love for humanity, for elders, for children, 
is NOT measured by the enthusiasm with which I 

submit my body to a medical experiment. 

Loving you doesn’t mean that I’m responsible for your 
health, your feelings, your fear, your decisions, your life.

Loving you doesn’t mean that I owe you anything, 
especially not the violation of my one body, my self 
respect, my truth.

Lying to myself, or to you, is not love. 

Walking on eggshells around you to avoid offending, 
or triggering, or “hurting” you, is not love. 

Carefully erecting scaffolding around your trauma, or 
volunteering to become the scaffolding myself, is not love

Accepting your invitations to feel fear or anxiety or 
overwhelm, is not love.

Playing along with your stories of brokenness, prais-
ing and affirming them, acting out my role in the narra-
tive (again and again), is not love. 

Always agreeing with you, is not love. 

Love is truth. Love is asking hard questions. Love is an 
unwavering belief in your potential. Love is knowing that 
your trauma defines nothing about what is possible for 
you in this life. Love is seeing your power even when you 
can’t. Love is being able to say NO, so that when you say 
YES it actually means something. Love is choosing hon-
esty over comfort. Love is showing you that the chains 
you’ve been clinging to aren’t actually there. Love is so 
many things, but it definitely is not found in the sadistic 
slogans of the government, or Big Pharma, or virtue-sig-
nalling waxers.

I love deeply… myself, you, children, my grandmoth-
ers, Earth, Life. This is exactly why I stand so firmly in my 
NO. 

The intensity of my dissent is not made up of a defi-
ciency of love, or care, or kindness, or thoughtfulness. 
Quite the opposite. Do not try and gaslight me to think 
otherwise. 

Repeat the mantras all you want, it won’t work.

Originally published at: instagram.com/freyakellet

Stop your gaslighting games
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Four-Year-Olds In Scotland Allowed To Change Gender 
Without Parental Consent

T
he Scottish government has recently issued a detailed document under new 
LGBT inclusivity guidelines. The 70-page document calls on teachers to 
support school kids as young as four in exploring a different gender without 

parental consent. Under the guidelines a child can change their pronouns and 
name within the classroom setting. 

According to the government document, “Primary schools need to be able to 
meet the needs of these young people to ensure they have a safe, inclusive and 
respectful environment in which to learn”. The guidance states that children can 
choose which toilets and changing rooms they use, based on their chosen 
gender identity. Teachers are now encouraged to follow the guidance 
by demonstrating empathy and trust to a child who is confused 
about their gender. 

The guidelines also includes a recommended reading 
list for primary schools aimed at highlighting trans 
inclusivity and gender identity as well as posters 
to be put up in classrooms challenging gender 
stereotypes.

Scottish education secretary Shirley-Anne 
Somerville responded to concerns regarding 
the guidelines. She stated, “This guidance 
outlines how schools can support transgender 
young people while ensuring that the rights 
of all pupils are fully respected and provides 
schools with practical suggestions. The 
guidance is not prescriptive and does not 
promote transitioning”. 

Thankfully, common sense and good 
parenting still exists in Scotland regarding 
the guidelines. Co-director of the For Women 
Scotland campaign group Marion Calder said, 
“The bottom line is that this is a dangerous 
ideology that the Scottish government is pushing. 
It shows a failure in safeguarding and a removal of 
parental rights. It used to be commonly understood 
that children should be able to play and experiment with 
gender roles with clothing, their likes, and dislikes. Those 
children are now being encouraged on to a medical pathway, 
potentially for the rest of their lives. We should not be teaching children, 
and especially primary school children, that you can change sex, because you 
cannot change sex”. 

Under the leadership of wannabe Braveheart Nicola Sturgeon, the Scottish 
National Party (SNP) have been hellbent on aiming to be the one of the most 
‘progressive’ and ‘liberal’ countries in Europe with a strong focus on identity 
politics and virtue signalling. It also comes as no surprise that Scotland has had a 
very strict tyrannical approach in managing the covid situation.

‘Scotland the Brave’ may soon be replaced with ‘Scotland the Woke’.

Rescue Dogs Murdered in Australia 
Due To Lockdown Measures

F
ifteen rescue dogs including puppies have been brutally killed in New South 
Wales (NSW) because of lockdown restrictions. Bourke Shire Council, a rural 
region in NSW euthanised the dogs over fears that people travelling across the 

state to the rescue shelter during a stay-at-home order may potentially spread covid. 
In a cowardly statement, Bourke Shire Council have shamefully tried to justify 

their murderous actions under the guise of health and safety. They reported, “The 
town is in a tenuous situation at the moment with Covid. Positive cases are on the 
increase. Council is being very careful with people entering Bourke. The majority 
of council staff have been stood down to avoid the virus spreading further in the 
community”.    

Many people are questioning the rationale provided by Bourke Shire Council. 
Emma Hurst, an Australian politician in NSW who represents the Animal Justice 
Party reacted to the situation on her Facebook page by stating, “Council staff say 
the dogs were killed because they could no longer care for them during the Covid-
19 outbreak. It seems to me that no genuine attempt was made to get the dogs into 
foster homes or to rescue groups. I’ve heard there were at least two groups who 
were open to taking the animals in. These lives could have been saved”. The animal 

rights activist also believes the council may have breached the ‘Companion Animals 
Act 1998’.

RSPCA NSW are currently making enquiries and investigations into the deaths 
of the fifteen canines. In a statement on their website, they reported, “RSPCA NSW 
believes that physically healthy and behaviourally sound companion animals that 
are suitable for adoption should not be euthanized”.

In what can only be described as a barbaric and gruesome act, Australia is once 
again in the public focus for the wrong reasons. Australia has truly fallen.

Romanians Rejecting Vaccines In Huge Numbers

H
ealth officials in Romania have reported closing 117 
vaccination centres due to a rapid declining interest 
in people wishing to get the experimental jab in recent 

months. Romania currently has one of the lowest uptakes 
for the vaccine in Europe. According to data from the 

European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, 
only a quarter of the adult population in Romania 

have been fully vaccinated. 
During the initial rollout of the vaccine, the 

Romanian health authorities had an ambitious 
goal of inoculating 10 million people by the end 
of September 2021.Due to the wise rejection 
and avoidance of the covid vaccine across 
the country by many Romanians, the chief 
vaccination coordinator Valeriu Gheorgjita 
reported the closing of many vaccination 
centres and the reduction of vaccine stocks.

The lack of interest in the vaccines has 
resulted in the Romanian government selling 

their vaccine doses to other countries. The 
Irish and Danish governments have made 

deals with their Romanian counterparts in 
purchasing nearly one million vaccines in recent 

months.
In a desperate measure to increase vaccine 

compliance, the Romanian government has also 
reached out to church leaders to promote the vaccine. 

In August, Deputy Prime Minister Dan Barna met with 
members of the clergy to encourage vaccine promotion. After 

the meeting, he reported, “There’s a component of society that pays 
much attention to the messages of the church and that’s why I wish for the 

church to be active in this campaign to promote our health”.
The former communist country knows full well the dangerous impact that state 

control and totalitarianism can have on their country. It is refreshing to see at least 
one European country non-complying and standing up for themselves.

Compensation For Covid Vaccine Victims 
In Singapore

T
he government in Singapore is busy paying compensation to people who 
have had serious adverse reactions from covid vaccines. A response to the 
worrying situation has been rolled out called the Vaccine Injury Financial 

Assistance Programme (VIFAP) to assist claims and concerns.  
VIFAP aims to provide a one-off payment for individuals who have suffered 

serious side effects as a direct result from the covid vaccine in Singapore. Since the 
rollout of the programme, a total of 782,000 Singapore dollars (735,000 US dollars) 
has been paid to people who have experienced life-threatening injuries from the 
experimental jabs. According to the Health Sciences Authority in Singapore, almost 
“10,000 adverse effects” have been reported and over 400 of them listed as “serious”.

Under the scheme, side effects from covid vaccines are classified into different 
categories and pay-outs are based on the severity and treatment received because 
of the adverse reactions. For example, if someone needed admission to a High 
Dependency Ward or Intensive Care Unit (ICU) and has since recovered, they may 
be eligible for a payment of $10,000.

The Ministry of Health in Singapore have confirmed that they have paid 
compensation to a 16-year-old boy after he suffered a heart attack while exercising 
a week after receiving his covid vaccine. Thankfully, the teenage boy is undergoing 
rehabilitation after his health scare.

Other Asian countries such as South Korea, Thailand and Maylasia are also 
paying out compensation to injured people from the covid vaccines.
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Absurdity Observer
A List Of Some Of The Most Absurd Things That Have Happened In Recent Weeks

• 3 New Zealand men were arrested and are facing jail 
time for “smuggling large amounts of KFC” over the 
border into Auckland. For the past month, Auckland 
has been in a strict level-4 lockdown that does not 
allow restaurants to open or residents to order take-
away food. A week prior, a 20-year-old man was also 
charged by police after posting a social media video 
of him crossing the border in search of McDonald’s. 
The country has one of the highest per-capita distri-
butions of KFC and McDonalds in the world. The New 
Zealand government is currently in the works of mak-
ing “partnerships” with fast food restaurants (includ-
ing KFC) to have them offer their customers a COVID-
19 vaccine when they buy their meals… Would you 
like Pfizer with that?

• Just 18-months before the first COVID-19 case 
appeared, Wuhan scientists planned to release 
coronavirus particles into cave bats, leaked docu-
ment says. The leaked 2018 DARPA document titled 
“Project DEFUSE” reveals an EcoHealth Alliance pro-
posal on bat research that included the introduc-
tion of “human-specific cleavage sites” (i.e. a type of 
gain-of-function research that genetically enhances 
a coronavirus to infect humans more easily). The pro-
posal was ultimately rejected by DARPA (due to the 
“potential risks of gain-of-function research”) and 
accepted by the NIH (due to a 2018 Moderna corona-
virus vaccine deal that required full-scale research 
into coronaviruses). Dr. Fauci is going to have a tough 
time denying the NIH funded gain-of-function now.

• A new study suggests that 48% of those “hospitalized 
with COVID-19” have mild or asymptomatic cases.
The study (titled The COVID-19 Hospitalization Metric 
in the Pre- and Post-vaccination Eras as a Measure 
of Pandemic Severity: A Retrospective, Nationwide 
Cohort Study) found that from mid-January 2021 
through the end of June 2021, the proportion of 
patients with mild or asymptomatic disease was 48%. 
In other words, the study suggests that roughly half of 
all the hospitalized patients showing up on COVID-
data dashboards in 2021 may have been admitted for 
another reason entirely, or were merely admitted to 
receive in-hospital therapeutics (like IV Remdesivir) 
in hopes of preventing symptoms.

• UK Medicine and Healthcare product Regulatory 
Agency (MHRA) confirms in a Freedom of Information 
request that there have been four times as many 
deaths reported to be due to the Covid-19 vaccines 
in 8 months than deaths reported due to all other 
vaccines combined in 20 years.

• At least two Calgary women were denied access 
to medical facilities this week because they were 
unvaccinated against COVID-19. The clinics in ques-
tion claim they did not technically deny patients 
healthcare since “virtual appointments” are an 
option. The College of Physicians and Surgeons of 
Alberta said in a statement: “Physicians have the right 
to protect their patients and staff, and other measures 
may be considered by the physician, such as virtual 
care, postponing non-urgent visits.”

• Senior doctors and a marketing director in North 
Carolina were caught discussing how to artificial-

ly inflate COVID-19 numbers in a now leaked zoom 
meeting. “Maybe we need to be completely a little bit 
more scary to the public… how do we include those 
post-covid patients in the numbers…. we can talk 
offline as to how we’ll run that up … If you don’t get 
vaccinated, you know you’re going to die. Let’s just be 
really blunt to these people.”

• America is seeing a nation-wide “hospital bed 
shortage” due to the vaccine mandates exacerbat-
ing the massive workforce shortage issues plaguing 
the hospital industry, according to multiple Hospital 
Associations. A New York hospital even said they 
will be “pausing the delivery of babies” (somehow?) 
“because of a spate of resignations by maternity unit 
workers who are objecting to COVID-19 vaccination 
mandates.”

• Study titled Waning immunity of the BNT162b2 vac-
cine: a nationwide study from Israel, finds that Pfizer 
vaccine immunity strongly wanes in all age groups 
after six months. Interestingly, as Dr. Peter Doshi 
described in the BMJ, the data Pfizer presented to 
receive full FDA approval did not include efficacy 
beyond 6 months (and only 7% studied got close to 6 
months.) 6 months is the period Israel says vaccine 
efficacy drops to just 39%.

• Israeli Government data shows natural immunity to 
be far superior (as in both longer lasting and stron-
ger protection) at preventing reinfections when 
compared to the 2-dose Pfizer vaccine. The study, 
titled Comparing SARS-CoV-2 natural immunity to 
vaccine-induced immunity: reinfections verses break-
through infections, found that 6 month+ vaccinated 
individuals who never tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 
had a 13.06-fold increased risk of “breakthrough 
infections” with the delta variant compared to those 
previously infected.

• With Israel being one of the first and most vaccinat-
ed countries in the world (vaccinated with exclusive-
ly the Pfizer vaccine, 80% of eligible Israelis are fully 
vaccinated, with most having been vaccinated over 6 
months ago), it is also now in 2nd place for the most 
daily infections per cap-
ita in the world, accord-
ing to the New York Times 
COVID-19 tracker. Even 
the “anti-lockdown coun-
try” Sweden, along with 
other European nations, 
have decided to bar entry 
to Israeli nationals. With 
Israel already having 
approved the 3rd booster 
shot, Israel’s Chief COVID-
19 Officer Salman Zarka 
said, “Given that the virus 
is here and will continue 
to be here, we also need 
to prepare for a fourth 
injection.”

• People in Australia are 
now being forced to down-
load a new quarantine 

app that combines facial recognition with geoloca-
tion. Their state will text them at random times, and 
thereafter they will have 15 minutes to take a picture 
of their face in the location where they are supposed 
to be. Non-compliance may land you in the newly 
built dystopian detainment centre-like quarantine 
camps that were recently launched in Australia.

• 2 senior regulars responsible for approving vac-
cines at the FDA (Marian Gruber, Phil Crouse) 
have resigned in frustration over the booster plan 
because the shots lack evidence, as they explained 
in a letter to The Lancet. A few months prior, 3 other 
FDA advisors resigned over the agency’s approval of 
the $56,000 Alzheimer’s infusion drug Aduhelm.

• The FDA authorizes Pfizer booster shots for older 
(65+) and at-risk Americans, despite the booster’s 
safety only being evaluated in 306 participants under 
age 55, and only 12 participants 65 years of age 
and older who were followed for an average of two 
months.

• 1 in 1,000 mRNA shots result in heart inflamma-
tion according to a retrospective pre-print study 
by the University of Ottawa Heart Institute. Pfizer 
and Moderna shots were found to have resulted in 
myocarditis/pericarditis (inflammation of the heart) 
within one month of the shot, although symptom 
onset typically occurred within 1.5 days of sec-
ond shot, with the vast majority occurring in young 
men. Another study, titled SARS-CoV-2 mRNA 
Vaccination-Associated Myocarditis in Children ages 
12-17: A Stratisfied National Analysis, finds the risk of 
boys aged 12-15 developing heart inflammation is up 
to 6.1 times higher than their risk of being hospital-
ized while testing positive for COVID.

• After “black substances” were found floating around 
vaccine vials by healthcare workers, Japan suspend-
ed use of 2.6 million doses of Moderna due to a 
stainless-steel contamination. More than half a mil-
lion contaminated doses had already been adminis-
tered and 3 young men have died after being injected 
with a contaminated vial.
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“We have to stop thinking about getting an
exemption to having our constitutional

rights violated. We have the constitutional
right to refuse a vaccine. 

Those trying to coerce and mandate the
vaccine are violating that common law,

statutory, and constitutional right.
Why seek an 'exemption' FROM THE

VIOLATORS?  Makes no sense.”

 – Rocco Galati, Constitutional Lawyer

www.freedomrising.info

Constitutional Rights Centre
www.constitutionalrightscentre.ca

Victoria Declaration
victoriadeclaration.com www.vaccinechoicecanada.com


